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APPEAL CONCLUDED VERDICT COMING
Hearing Ends at 3 This Morning;
Deliberations Begin Next Week

Sacramento
March Plea
At Meeting
A.S. Pres. Dick Mint r and treasure’
Dave Aikman joined yesterday in calling for "at least 1,000 peisons" to
march on the Capitol Building in Sacramento Monday If the National Guard
has not been removed from the U.C.
Berkeley campus by that time.
Aikman also suggested to an audience of approximately 200 gathered in
Morris Dailey Auditorium that classes
be cancelled at SJS Monday to allow
students to make the march.
Miner said at the convocation meeting, called by the faculty-student liaison committee to formulate a policy
position on the Berkeley situation, that
"several thousand dollars if necessary"
will be made available to bus the students to Sacramento if the Student
Council approves the allocation of the
special funds.
Pres. Robert D. Claik reiterated his
beliefs, that were expressed in an official statement released earlier in the
day, that he condemned violence of
any kind as a means of effective
change.
Pres. Clark also declined some student offers to join them in their march
to the state capitol.
The Student -Faculty Liaison Committee decided Thursday that Monday,
May 26, should be declared "Dead
Day," so members of the SJS college
community can attend a peace vigil
in Sacramento to publicly and peacefully demonstrate abhorance of, and
to protest violence in the escalation
of military tactics in Berkeley.

Special Meeting
A special Associated Students (A.S.)
Council meeting will be held this afternoon at 2:30 in Council Chambers to
consider an allocation for buses to
transport students for a peaceful demonstration in Sacramento Monday to
protest the National Guard’s presence
on the U.C. at Berkeley campus if the
Guard has not left it by Monday.

--Photo by Konion Jurd4n
THE NATIONAL GUARDSMAN giving the peace sign is Steve Burch,
SJS student whose unit was called up to Berkeley in response +o violence
which broke out there a week ago yesterday. The above picture was taken
at 4:15 p.m. Wednesday, as Buich’s and some other National Guard units
were deploying away from the university after a peaceful day of protest
over the issue of a "People’s Park" near the campus.

31 To Compete

Runoff Election May 27, 28
There will be 31 students 011 the
May 27 and 28 balloting for the five
seats available on Academic Council.
Also on the ballot will be the runoff
for attorney general between Sandy
Heller and incumbent Roger E. Olsen,
along with two referendums.
According to Sandy Clark, Election
Board chairman, the referendums will
be:
11 Shall student government officers
or others who render service or assistance to the Associated Students of
SJS be eligible for compensation in
the form of scholarships, stipends or
grants-in-aid?
2) Shall a ballot proposition be suhmilted to the Student Body in the fall

semester, 1969. for the purpose of establishing a small mandatory fee to
provide flee legal aid to all members
of the Associated Students?
3) Should there or should there not
be a marching band?
A majority vote is needed for passage, but A. S. Vice President Bill Langan said that even if the referendums
pass, council is not obligated to put
them into effect.
The following students will be on
the ballot for Academic Council.
John Merz, Tom Tutt, David G.
Darugh, Rich Deucher, Juan Antu, Rev.
Ron Gracia, Bill Jordan, John F.
Herlihy, Bob Crocier, Roy Heath, Paul
O’Neil, Randall K. Mulrine, Steven L.

Students Paying Fees on Time
A tally yesterday showed that only
148 students that were scheduled to
pay fees have not paid. A record number of students paid yesterday. but not
all students that paid yesterday were
included in the tally.
According to Dr. Edward Harrington, dean of undergraduate studies,
estimations are based on the assumption that there will be 15,098 continuing students. Yesterday was the halfway mark, so 7352 should have paid.
The incomplete tally showed that all
but a few did.

1.1 CANDY BELL
and BOB BRACKETT
Daily Staff Writers
After listening to nearly 12 hours nf
testimony in the Election Code violations case, the nine-member Board of
Appeals called it a night, leaving deliberation!: for another day
A parade of witnesses, a myriad of
documents and a long-distance phone
call all played their part in turning
the hearing into a marathon- -featuring
the Good Guys ticket of Jim MeMasters, Rob Russ and Bob Kelley against
Acting Attorney General Phil Stone.
Dr. Harrison McCreath, chairman of
the board, wearily pointed out that although deliberations could begin today,
a more realistic estimate would be
Monday or Tuesday of next week.
There were three charges filed
against the Good Guys trio on %WIC/US
violation.s of Act 24 (the Election
Code). One of the charges also entailed
an alleged violation of the Statement of

"This may show that there will be
more students returning than in previous years rind that is why it is so
important to count heads," Dr. Ilarrington commented.
Students scheduled to pay their fees
today are Mrl-Mz. Anyone who misses
his scheduled fee payment date may
pay any time now through June 6.
Student Council voted to support
A.S. Pres. Dick Miner’s proposals on
the priority system to be used in eompuler registration. In a letter to Dr.
Harrington, Mine’
the priorities

should be given as follows:
Handicapped people first, graduating
seniors and graduating graduate students second, all other seniors and
graduates third and finally, all juniors,
sophomores and freshmen in a random
pool.
Miner’s letter is ,just a letter of
recommendation and will be referred
to Advisory Committees of the Aeridemic Council who will make their
suggestions. Academic Council will
make the final decision at their meeting June 2.

Dylina, David S. Horiuchi, Mike Buch,
David Mayes, Ray Shea, Tim Eaves,
E. Marles Alaimo, Carol Lornbardi,
Tony Ching, Grely Robertson, Ron
Harbeck, Mike Rutz, Steve Overoye,
Dave Reales, John Murphy, Steve
Burch, David E. Boston, Andrew A.
McDonald II, and Eric Tirtnes.

Clark Replacement
Selected in Balloting
A final recommendation for an SJS
interim president is in the mail to the
Chancellor’s office.
The final candidate, whose name was
not revealed, was chosen from a field
of 30 names submitted to the SJS
Presidential Selection Conunittee by
students and faculty in the past two
weeks. The list of candidates was narflowed down to five Iasi week. Formal
balloting took place in the local committee for the first time Tuesday.
All of the candidates were judged
against a list of "ideal" qualifications,
among them their intention to continue increasing student involvement
in college affairs and to actively support new pmgrams such as the Educational Opportunity Program and New
College, committee spokesmen said,
The next meeting of the loml committee will ix. Tuesday, when the seleelion process for the permanent SJS
president will begin.

Stutlent Rights and Responsibilities.
After a painstakingly slow first
three hours, the fireworks began immediately following the dinner break
at 8 p.m.
A.S. Vice President Bill Langlin, who
had previously said he would baek Mc-_
Masters in any legal fight, surprisingly
started the pyro technics by changing
camps and taking a scat as an adviser
to Acting Attorney General Stone.
CHANGE OF HEART
Asked what led him to "switch instead of fight." Langan said, "Seeing
Kelley in action gave me the conviction
that I could no longer, in good conscience, support the ticket. A vote for
McMasters is also a vote for Kelley."
Kelley’s co m m en t on Langan’s
change of heart was, "We have always
known Bill has been a puppet for the
Dick Miner machine. After all these
years of being a puppet, we couldn’t
expect him to show some guts nov:."
Relevant testimony began witlt the
introduction of evidence by the attorney general on the first charge, that
Kelley knowingly published false literature indicating he served as chairman
of the College Union Program Board.
Stone introduced both a campaign
handout and a resume given to the
Spartan Daily. He also produced Student Council minutes and the minutes
of the CUPB in which there was no
record that Kelley had served as
chairman.
Kelley then introduced a letter,
allegedly written by former A.S. President JertT Spolter, alluding to Kelley
as College Union Pmgram Board chairman and congratulating him on his job
as acting chairman.
SECOND EXPLOSION
The second explosion of the night
occurred when the Board ruled 6-1-1
to hear testimony by phone from Bob
Pitcher, former CUPB chairman, now
serving as an ensign in the Coast
Guard in Pensacola. Florida, Kelley
had previously stated Pitcher was one
of two living persons who could shed
light on the true question at hand.
Pitcher, however, told Dr. McCreath
Kelley had never served as chairman
or co-chairman of the CUPB, and had
merely been the chairman of an important committee. Dr. McCteath’s testimony of his conversation with Pitcher
was later ruled inadmissable since Kelley did not have an opportunity to
cross-examine Pitcher.
Testimony on the second charge centered around whether a loan of postage
meter rights constitutes aid from an
off-campus organization.
Robert Silverstein, testifying for the
prosecution, indicated he had received
campaign literature fmm the Good
Guys, whereby he checked on the postage meter stamp and found it to be
front a machine rented by Merrill,
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith Inc.,
San Jose.
MeMasters countered by stating the

use of the stamp machine had merely
been a loan and did not constitute a
violation of the election code.
At this point Stone made a motion.
which was granted, to have the Board
hear a witness to testify to circumstances relating to the first charge,
while leaving the second in abeyance.
An apparent discrepancy existed over
two separate letters, each dated March
7, 1967. One had been intrciduced by
Kelley while the second wa.s introduced by the prosecution.
Stone had charged that Kelley’s was
not actually written by Jerry Spoiler,
the A.S. president at that time, and
brought College Union secretary Beryl
Peterson to the stand to try to shed
some light on the mutter.
She said carbon copies of every correspondence from an Associated Student’s president are made and filed.
She added there were no carbons filed
of the Spotter letter produced by
Kelley.
DID NOT TYPE
Stone presented a letter from Barbara Pasley, whose initials were typed
at the bottom of the Spolter letter.
Miss Pasley worked as a secretary in
the College Union during the Spolter
administration. The letter expressed
Miss Pasley’s opinion that she did not
type the letter because of punctuation
and spacing errorserrors she said a
good typist would not have made.
Late in the hearing Stone summoned
Jan Shaw, who served as secretarytreasurer of the CUPB during the time
Kelley said he was chairman. She
served from March, 1966 to June,
1967. She testified that Bob Pitcher
was chairman of the board until March,
1967, and then Tina Newton took over.
At no time, she said, did Kelley serve
as chairman, although he was a cochairrnan of a CUPB sub-committee.
She added Pitcher wa.s active as chairman until his resignation.
The final charge accused Foss of violating section III, Bl. of the Election
Code in being chairman of a campus
political party which failed to register
with the Election Board.
T-CUP LETTER
The charge involved a letter vvritten
on a College Union Party IT-Cup) letterhead which vvas mailed to various
businessmen in the community.
Marles Alaimo, candidate for president on the Change by Sense ticket,
said she had previously been secretary
of the T-Cup anti Foss had been chairman. She said the purpose of the patty
was to gather money for a political
campaign to elect a president and the
party did exist during the election.
Foss, who took the stand in a departure from ordinary procedure, said
that party was disbanded March 9 and
that he joined the Good Guys one or
two weeks later. On three occasions,
however, Foss refused to testify on the
grounds that his testimony might tend
to incriminate himself.

’Simple’ Set-Up

Back-Up System

SCARS Reg Result of Fall 1968 Calamity
By JIM BROADY
Daily Staff W’riter
Most students that didn’t directly suffer
from the registration calamity of fall, 1968,
have forgotten much of the confusion and
disappointment that was prevalent at SJS,
but the State College Admissions and Registra t ion Scheduling committee (SCARS I
hasn’t.
SCARS is a direct result of the communication breakdown between the state, SJS
admissions, and the students. The overwelming surplus of 3,000 unregistered students
last fall made imperative the immediate
formation of an entirely new registration
procedure, according to Dr. Edward J. Harrington, dean of undergraduate studies.

"We’ve got to go ahead with the crash
SCARS program," said Dean Harrington,
"or we’ll have a spectacle like you’ve never
seen, next fall." The dean expressed amazement that the unforeseen 3,000 students had
been squeezed into class schedules "already
overflowing."
AWAKENED TO PROBLEM
The spectacle had .ovakened everyone to
the immediacy of the problem, however, and
in September, SJS Pres. Robert D, Clark
instituted SCARS on a top priority basis to
create a remedy for the enrollment crisis,
Chaired by Ronald L. Hunt, director of
institutional studies, SCARS has met every
Monday since early October, devoting "a
seven-day week toward setting up SCARS."
said the dean.

"Every state college in the system is
watching us," lie said. "If SCARS serves
the registration procedure at SJS the way
we expeet it to, all the state colleges will
want to quickly eonvert along with us."
As reported in yesterday’s Daily, the
SCARS committee realizes the inconvenience
the crash program has caused 011 all fronts.
Insufficient funding has rendered ineffective
the publicity in some area.s, but "we plan
to contact every single student in a variety
of ways," said Dean Harrington.
In the event some students still go uninfortned of the innovations, there is a mechanism by which they will not be left out.
Following the regularly scheduled payment of fees for the filing of deferral form.$),
a composite list of the entire student body

will have been compiled by the CDC 3300
computer used by SCARS.
Those students eligible to continue in undemraduate or graduate studies who have
not paid their fees or otherwise notified
SCARS of their intentions, will be notified
and allowed 21 days to respond This will
enable the program to derive an accurate
head count, virtually eliminating the unpredictability that characterized enrollment in
the past.
BACK-UP COMPUTER
The SJS CDC-3300, installed recently in
Ihe Engineering Building for its 30-day, 90
per cent trial run, has a twin in Los Angeles. "This back-up computer should alleviate any fears about a breakdown," said
the dean. "In fact, every phase of SCARS

has some sce of backup system."
The Los Angeles installation is in the
Chancellor’s office at L.A. State College,
and is a link in the pmjected statewide
system.
Another mechanism to assure the student
of a satisfactory schedule will be the continuance of the "modified arena" in the PER
building. This factor, as in the past, will
enable students to pick up classes that were
not filled or have been dropped. The CDC
3300 will also provide this information much
more swiftly than the tedious hand-registration.
"SCARS is a remarkably simple registration procedure for the student," said Harrington. "We should have had it 10 years
ago"
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Open Letter
To Pres. Clark
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When the press is free, it may be good or bad
freedom it can neter be anything but bad.
Bill Hursehmann

Editor

but

certainly without
Albert

Roger Chapman

By ROBERT A. PRENTKY
An Open Letter To Dr. Clark:
I stood witness to the travesty of human

Catnua

justice that took place at the people’s assembly, Wednesday in the auditorium.

Advertising Mgr.

ou, Dr. Clark, are president of one of
largest state colleges in California:

the

vont carry ..... re prestige in the academie
community than any other such executive

Editor’s Notes

in the state college system, yet you remain
ignorant of an incident so abhorrent, so
disgusting that even the duped masses are
top in arms. As the Master of your Fate,

Unfortunate Omission
In yesterday’s Spartan Daily. two
paragraphs in the story headed "Appeal Hearings for Good Guys NN ill Ile
(pen unfortunately were cut out.
Those two paragraphs were very important in the IINerall understanding a
the complete story. for they explained
why the Good Guys originally requested a closed hearing.
Those paragraphs read:
tiempting to clear Up 1111. reasons
the trio, had askeol for a closed hearing
before the 1.S. Judiciary, Kelley
(treasurer canoliolate Bob Kelley) said.
’We felt there was MI way in hell of
winning in that Judiciary. Therefore,
we felt by requesting a closed hearing
it would lighten smote (of the adierse
publirity that might prejudice the appeal we knew we would liae to make.’
Kelley elaborated by saying the
G I Guys belie% ed that Nall the Spartan 1)aily elbow. assistant eilit(or and a

Policy Note
Opinions erpressed in columns, staff comments,
Thrust and Parry and gJest articles are those of the
individual authors and do not necestarily reflect th
Editor
editorial policy of the Spartan Daily.

number of staff members testifying
against them at the hearing. the Daily
could not be objertive in its col crag..."
* * *
The Daily’s estimates regarding
Wednesday’s rally in Morris Dailey
Auditorium were a little higher than
most accounts. In fact. they were substantially higher. The Daily estimated
900, while the general consensus was
(only 350 to 450 or a little higher. I
think the latter estimates were a little
closer to the truth.
* * *
It appears the new Student Council
has a few more consenathes than last
year’s liberal council. (:ouncil debated
for 11/4 hours (her the resolution passed Wednesday condemning Go%. Reagan for calling the National Guard to
the U.C. Berkeley campus, and all
limns of violence on campuses by
either students or police.
Last year’s couneil. in my estimation.
would hone passed this type of resolution with little hesitation. Perhaps tItis
year’s council will take a little extra
time to deliberate important oor contra%ersial matters. Taking adequate time
B.H.
is important.

as the chief executive of this institution,
as OM‘ Of the leading academie scholars
the State of California, do you mot consider it of para ..... mot importance to become not only ediocaied but an authority
on such an inciolent?
How do oto become educated? The answer is certainly

not by hibernating in
your office until the minter storm abates:
the

"Speaking of non-negotiable demands, what’s new with the SDS

?"
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the

news

is still better than

nutlike, outgoing ASIA. Pre-idont
Painter,

the students imolvil,

Charles
the

Berkeley mayor, the Natioonal Guard, doe police: yowl’ could use every faculty at your
possession to see, to listen. to feel, to know

Ignorance Is Plentiful

in your own conscience what is happening.
During the ’30s hundreds of thole:ands of
people chose. out of fear. to remain ignorant or silent. If you sit in ignorance, if

Ignorance is plentiful in the world today.

Self-righteous in

And indifference is melt worse;

hopeless in dimension.

then what you onay say.
There seems no use in trying
to explain it a new may.
II

its attitude,

for what you

seortied at

those mIto think they know better.

There is no blindness quite so blind,
as the narrow mind. unseeing.
Unchanging. static. timer mindful
of new mi.ts. new

thillightn. IleW

being.

you sit in quiet. you alone are as guilty of
the

atrocities

being

guardian of each

matters not

committed

as

the

bayonet, each cudgel,

Alany are they who are so blind,
whose minds will ne%er open.
Until reality hits them hard.
and perhaps a heart is broken.
Then they %%ill see what should be seen

each blackjack wielded. for yott
and
you alone chose
inaction and silence.

and do what should be done.

Yes, the incidents are most
comparable, for in the end the genesis
and root of all violence. hatred and finally
death may he reducible to a Shakespearidn quip, "Ile that is truly dedicated to
war has no self-love."

But it will he too late for them:
the intelligent will already have won.

Intolerant iot its point of view:

KAREN C. NICOLINI

bigoted in its action.

A11350

Dr. Clark, tell the six million who died
in Germany that
contplex, ION!

the situation was too

that you

lacked necessary

facts to act.

I)r. Clark, silence (I don’t believe you
are igriorantl is as much a crime against
humanity as is the violent act, the latter
thrives upon the former anol sto man’s age-

Two Different Views on Berkeley Crisis

fkRTANSTATEDAILY
COLLEGE

relying on

though it

nothing. flow loetter could you learn than
to confront the situation mith your own
being? At Berkeley you could speak with

Guest Rooms

Responsibility for the maintenance
of law and order rests with the municipal. the rounty. tile state and the federal authorities.
This responsibility cannot and
should not be surrendered to the rioters on the one hand or to either the
Berkeley Board of Education or to a
committee of 1 tthersity of (:alifornia
professors (on the other.
If these people. who hohe neither
the power nor the responsibility for
maintaining public order. will (fired
their good fliers and ad% ice to the
demonstrators and to those u ho participated in the illegal seizure of Unkersity property and get them to abandon
their lawless arts. the (outside police
and the National Guard will withdraw

answer is not

media

when the responsible (officials are satisfie(’ they are no longer needed.
One of the great mistakes made by
the late Los Angeles Chief (of Police
William II. Parker at the time (of the
outbreak of the first trouble itt Watts
was to withdraw the police forces on
the plea of seeral com ..... nity groups
that they could restore order. That is
when the situation got completely out
of hand.
By the time the ‘loyal leaders" admitted their efforts liad failed and the
police were called back in. a number
of lives were lost and the Nat al
Guard had to restore order to a badly
burned and looted ...... nuttily.
We belieNe the oerwlieltning majority of the people of California and of
Alameda County expect their offieials
to preserve public order. Any mayor.
chief of police, sheriff, or governor
who permitted mobs to take over the
streets of Berkeley or any other community in this state which could result
in substantial loss of life plus the burning and looting of the community.
would be abdicating his responsibilities.
It is time for the silent majority to
make their voices heard before the
"street people." the SDS. their acthist
allies and their developing "front coinmittees’’ make it appear that the public
wants law enforcement groups to pull
out and surrender the streets of Berkeley or the campus of the state university t(o the dictates of the acti% ists.
The road to appeasement is TWIN’
the road to peare. it is only surrender
illf installment plan.
The Oakland Tribune
May ‘2:!. lobo
permission
by
Reprinted

I)(ow mow n Berkeley is now a pro%en
battleground on which olleys of g,unf ire liaNe been numerous and occasionally. deadly. and the city has experieneed a kind of total war in which an
aerial gas ;mark oherspread the target
area to ithoode classr.....
pri%ate
homes and a hospital.
One man is (lead. scores have been
wounded (many by random charges),
and the citizens hone !teen sickened by
displays of force far in exeess of pro% location. nerrssity. or justification. The
peace-keeping agencies, it appears,
grossly oer-reartcol to a situat’
that
was undoubtedly troublesome but up
to the time (of those displays, at least
not one requiring fusillades of bullets
111111 a rain of gas from the skies.
In their efforts to explain their massive resort to open warfare. the itholved authorities hone created a %ast credibility gap. Sheriff Aladigan"s implications that hi- deputies were using nothing ’more dallp.11)11: !hall hillinilOt was
grusomely refitted by the post-mortem
disettery of buckshot pellets itt the
heart of young Janies lieetor. So was
the repeated assertion of polhe that
tlw fatal wounds were incurred from a
fall from a rooftop.
kgain. the assurance that armed
peace officers were opening fire only
when in danger of life or injury was
completely discredited by the published photograph of a deputy sheriff
carefully drawing a bead (m the back
(of a fleeing unarmed man.
No wonder. then. that the use of a
helicopter to drop gas on an assembly
4.r ,144.14.441,
piere or arrant recklessness at that tinic and place

sl
bine generated widely credited
reports that something far ..... re deadly
than tear gas had been brought into
play.
Even yesterday. Nat
1 Guard
commanders were offering conflicting
Nersions of who ordered the use of
gas. and for what reasons. Not entirely
convincing was (Me explanation that
gas was employed "because the troops
were in danger." In danger from what,
one wonders.
The responsible authorities. cii
and military, from Sheriff Madigan to
the governor’s office and back again,
lithe introduced a kind of stormtrooper
philosophy into the Berkeley confrontation. Let them de-escalate their zapping techniques promptly. At best.
they liae been guilty of incredible bad
judgment. Tlwy have thereby brought
needless death and injury into the
arena. hale (reated bitter hostility
among thttusands of pre.
ly "uncommitted" students, and have outraged public opinion.
San Francisco Chronicle
May, 22, 1969
Reprinted with permission

Guest Articles
The

Daily will consider and Is seeking Guest

from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and Its students.
Editorials and Guest Rooms

Arrangements for

writing

such materials

may be made with mary Marks, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Offir4 , .1( -208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
quest copy thotlid be typed doubt* spaced
on a 40-space llne.

less cycle of

murder plods on.

Thrust and Parry

Boycott Fiesta
La Fiesta de las Rosas. which will begin
tonight at 8:30 in the San Jose Civic Auditorium, is an annual celebration of the
Mexican-American conquest anol enslavement

by

the Spanish.

Furthermore, the

Fiesta represents humiliation and degradation of ’Mexican-American citizens: moreover, it perpetuates a lack (of appreciation
and tinolerstanding of the Mexican -American by the dominant White Anglo-Saxon
establishment. Thus the Fiesta reduces the
Mexican -American

...... madly

ihe role

of actors celebrating their oppression and

by the Spanish.

exploitaC

A coalition of 30 Chicano organizati .... s
are asking the estithlitolionent why should
the Mexican-American celebrate his own
inest or recognize symlo(ols illai 1.011.
notes subjugation, rape, feudal imposit
and destruction of the Mexican Aztec and
Mayan civilization.

nize

the

Why should he recog-

Fiesta when his very

presence

implies a glorification in a deliberate form
of subjugation?
The answer is olov loos. if pato are a memwhich
ber of the establishment: profit
does not bring about the betterment of
’iv’. The
the Alexiettn-Amerit an (
establishment, characterized by different
affluent organizations, such as the Symphony Board of Directors, loas one ’,biertivo. Thai is, to instill. the "haves" !themselves) a higher salary, newer omi-ical instruments, richer businesses at ilm evpritse
of the "have-nots."
Of course the "haves" argue that the
Fiesta is for the Spanish people. which by

doe way, no longer rist in the Southwest.
We are Chicanos. who oro. engaged in a
campaign to spark imareness among the
citizens of California of such exploitation.
The Chicanos at S.IS and supporting organizations

arc boycotting the affair, and

suit which was fileol
against the City of San Jose for appro.
priating $31.200 for the Fiesta.
are

supporting a

Fl 1111i CAHRANZA
Ato 180
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Fiesta Suit Abandoned

Board end excollent opertment
living can be yours at HALLS of
IVY for the Fall Semester. 1028
11th Street. PHONE 297-1814.

By MARSHA GREEN
Daily Blinerilles Writer

3 Week
Delivery

A suit to stop the San Jose
Fiesta de las litisits, and force
the city to reVIIVer $31,200 already invested in it. was aban
cloned yesterday in favor of nonviolent action.
The suit, filed Monday in Superior Court, also requested that
the city stop using t.he name "Fiesta de Ids RosiLs" for the festival "unless and until they can
faithfully and accurately represent the ’Mexican, Indian and
Mexietin-Anieriviin heritage of
California."
Plaintiffs in the suit were five
Spanish-surnamed citizens, including Humberto Garza, director of the SJS Mexican -American
EOP. Other plaintiffs were Elihu
Carranza Jr., Alfonzo C. Espin.
oza, Rachel E. Silva and Joseph
Vasquez.

(on many styl,)

and Generous Savings
on your College

CLASS RING
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ROBYN GERRARD

(left1 Wes Finlay,
Kathleen Wilson are part of the romantic

complications in "Clandestine Marriage," a comedy opening tonight in the SJS College Theater. Other performances will be given on May
24, and 28-31, with curtain time at 8:15 p.m.
Tickets for this Drama Department production,
can be purchased in the College Box Office.
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The estimated College Union
budget for the 1969-70 academic
year was presented to the Col
lege Union Board of Governors
tCUBG) Tuesday by William Al-
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Other styles to select from
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dent Union Monday), have also
journeyed to the Berkeley seene
for first hand knowledge of the
conflict.
Some rouncil members expressed dissatisfaction with any
resolution, labeling it "just words,
a farce" as did Rene Welti, upper division representative.
Noreen Futter, graduate repcsent at ive, harshly criticized
sonic courant members. saying.
"they brought the pigs in again,
they brought. it on. Either tell it
like it. is
police brutality --or
don’t bother wasting time."
Jim Edwards, newly elected
Aclilernie Council member concurred, interjecting the opinion
that "some of you are just wiring it (resolution) down" int()
worthless words.
"It is a question of right or
Do you think it was right
in police and the Nat,,,,,.,1 Guard on campus?" FA» ,, ,Is
asked in an outraged
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As it stands now, to insure Pa3i..,ent ,,r the mortgage, the Chan: . office keeps, in its acIts. all student fees until the
, Philo of the year, It will then
rciet,se the student fees, less
slya).000, back to the College
Union.
The personnel service expenditures go toward the salaries for
union staff, including. the union I
ilireilor’s salary, $16,709. and thel
information desk clerk’s salary.
$4.895.

Coundi Condemns
Berkeloy ’Outrages’

IADDRESS

TIII RSII/kY

$1.50 and summer student.;
it unit for at least the
,ale iength of time unless some
her income source, such as the
,.),,s area tpresently projected
1
$10,000 a year) or the
center, can respond
with dt, re money than is currentl ,,titieMated.

Payment on the mort:tage
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the same time, full titne
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These Eights are available only to Fanny Members, Students. Campus Staff and immediate lamrifirs. ibis charter Etroiram IS net sponsored or Corr
trolled by tbe Catiornis State Colleges

No Money Down
Terms to Suit You
307

Adr.sisi.on is 75 cents for students and $1.50
for +he general public. "Clandestine Marriage’. was written in the 18th century by
George Colman and David Garrick. The plot
concerns a woman who is desired by three
men. Dirc (dor Harold Crtain, professor of
drama, said the play "has a sense of fun."
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vi it h these Piper

SiT1 FIRST ’TIGRE
LESSON

81111 FLYING S’IART
COURSE

With the guidance of a
government-rated flight instructor,
You’it actually pilot a sleek
Piper Cherokee airplane...
for lust $5!

Includes preliminary ground
instruction, four flying lessons,
your own personal pilot log book.
Great start toward solosaves money, too!

Lutheran Church

Synod 374 So.
2

A..1. Brortmier,
Pastor 292.5104

ou’ll fly
in the Piper
Cherokee
.....a.1199E,P.

Firolmber,
Vicar 294-7033

Sunday Services at 8: I

-.4vialion Ceder -9ne.

4:2

4Uli

/CUP

and S. YATER

PROTECTIVE BOND

San, and a./ ?/14 hij

In a press release issued yesterday by La Raz.) Unida LRU),
a coalition of 30 Moxi,..iii-American organizat ions s t pis irt ing the
strike, it was explained that prasecution of the suit was prevented
by the necessity of providing a
$100,000 bond to protect the fiesta from possible damage.
"We don’t have that kind of
ransom money," said Jack YharLRU spokesman.
The LRU is primarily opposing
the fiesta becau.se it emphasizes
the perks1 of Spanish discovery
and colonization.
The plaintiffs also criticized
the u.se of public funds to mint
and distribute csyrnmemorative
medallions which bear pictures of
a Spanish conqueror and a Catholic missionary. They allege that
this discriminates against Mexican -Americans "on the basis of
race, by celebrating their con
quest and enslavement by the

S..I.

5,

9:30 and I

DI 1\T B

Spanish.
’RAPE OF CIVILIZATIONS’
"The sword and cmss connote
subjugation, rape, feildal iMpEisitiOn and dest ruet ion of the Mexican, Aztec and Mayan civilizations.
"Further. it represents humill
ation and clegreclation of Mexi
can-Anteriran citizens and per

CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE

GRADUATION SUITS

Oakland -London -Oakland
June 15 to July 5
June 18 to Sep+.

14

June 20 to Sep+. 6

$269
$295

42.85

$295

BAY AREA
Colleffe Club

Grodins updates the classic blue blazer with a
double breasted flair and six gleaming metal regimental buttons Classic detailing in rich 100Vo
wool at a great, new graduation price.

555 Middlefield Hoad
Suite B Number 306
968-6332

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA at Blossom Hill Rood and
Almaden Expressway. VALLEY FAIR CENTER at Stevens
Creek Boulevard and Freeway 17. SAN ANTONIO CENTER at El Camino Real and San Antonio Road. Shop
Monday through Friday nights.

S.IS

Parapsychology Society and Lockheed .11SC Managcmca I

PARAPSYCHOLOGY and MEDICINE
SI’VPOSHIM
S NTI 111) tY. May 24
MODERATOR:
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PARTICIPANTS & SUBJECTS:
Shafica Karagulla, M.D.

McGarey has authored papers on
dreams, psychedelic drugs, and the use
of herbs and oil packs in the practice
of medicine, all related to the Cayce
readings. Edgar Cayce, over a period
of 43 years, gave over 14,000 psychic
readings to nearly 6,000 people.
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Henry Karl Puharich,
M.D.
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Professor, San Jose State

I a.m.

Rote Center

fssor.

PKETWNPri

A film will be shown in which Arigo
performs minor surgery using no anes.
thane and no antiseptic precautions will
form parts of Dr. Duharich’s presentation.
FOR TICKETS AN INFORMATION:
SJS STUDENT AFFAiRS, BLDG. R

College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.

297.5858

HANG TEN

Campbell, Calif.

2081 So. Winchester
_cep

Medicine and Parapsychology"

... world’s most popular modern
low wing aircraft with total handling ease,
ffeather.light every time!)
landings
-air
-of
cushion
Come fly with us today or this weekend... you’ll lova ill

1311 Airport BIN

Blocks from campus

rt

Cido, Rt.?, nd
Stfis ty L.O.V.E

"Edgar Cayce His Effect
on Medicine"

3rd St.

.0:47:e..C.VOCe

rr

William A. McGarey, M.D.

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and Student Center

FLIGHT SPECIALS

release.
A spiikestnan for the fiesta
indicated that all events will proalias)
ceed as

we

"Can Higher Sense Perception
Contribute to Science?"

0,-e-

Pops concert by the San Jose
Symphony Orchestra, slated for
tonight.
"We remind emerycene this will
be at all times a non-violent arid
peaceful effort," said the LRU

petuates:
lack of appreciation
understanding of Mexican
by
the dominant
Americans
White Anglo-Saxon community."
With legal channels blocked by
the bond requirement, the I-11U
has decided to set up a "non-violent informational picket line"
at the Civic Auditorium during
the black -tie 1141iiii1.111 IT111 E11,1i1

it
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Smothers Off CBS-On at SJS?
Council pa -ist a resolution condemning t’llS for dropping the
e..nt oversial prow at,
l’,,9onents of this mi,e
that the I. -polar So, ,i

Daily Feature Writer
!ley, let’s rad the Smothers
Brothers Show in its place! And
Stoden,
they tried.

4_pith?dt
ENTERTAINMENT INDEX
NEWMAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Bob Wilhelm
Judy Sausen

Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman

STAFF:

MASSES:
N.:

‘1. Patrick’s 1:11iirch

loan. zit

Mit

Santa Clara

Newman Center
II 1 s..

4:00 pan.

1111 Hs. 10:00 p.m.
I 111. I 1:10 a.m.
TEL. 295-1771

79 S. FIFTH ST.

night cotneilj hour "provided the
only show on television which
relates with candor and sensitiv.
ity to the relevant issues."
Ironically. this very SHIM.’ focus lin major issues, led to the
. how’s termination. The network
censors elaimett that some of
the material was "in had taste."
1,1’hen the network removed
these questionable segments, the
p.tittically progressive satirists,
Tom and Dick Smothers cried
*foul" to copy-hungry reporters.
This added controversy and their
avowed liberal leanings attracted
even more viewers, especially
college students.
To some lx301) tubc followers,
the two former SJS students per-minified the white knights ttf
:tuth and comedy opposing the
evil shackles of television censors.
To illustrate, a Smothers
I In hers guest star, Ionising-40*
Joan Baez, sandwiched some
words regarding her draft -resisting hushand’s pending imprisonricitt between songs. Miss I3aez’
tits were removed from
aming, much to the ehaerin
of both Tom and Dick.
Ultimately, the peeved brothels
quit CBS rather than further
subjecting their material to
seemingly unsympathetic copy
Presently.
Smothers
cutters.
Brothers re -runs appear in the
time
slot.
same 9 p.m.
Once the brothers dropped
their bombshell on CBS, this new
fiery issue spread. Countless angry letters poured into CBS and
affiliate stations nationwide.

Meanwhile, student disenchantment here culininaterl in an A.S
Pres. Dick Miner-introduced bill.
Copies were sent to Dick and
TO111 Smothers along with an invitation to appear here. As yet,
no reply has been forwarded by
tlie silent brothers.
While Tom and Dick remain
mum on the proposed SJS sojourn, their worshippers here are
quite vociferous. "That’s the first
I’ve heard about it" (the resolutiont, explained one Allen Hall
resident. "I hope they come- theyre beautiful," he added.
One voed cooed, "I love ’em,
but I hope they move to another
network where the censors might
go easier on their stuff."
Another coed felt strongly on
this matter but to the opposite
extreme. "I how they come here
so I can see in person how phoney
they really are."
who
Fantastic or plastic
k nmvs ?

am ers cu e
Results in Charges
Charges of violation of A.S.
Constitutions’s Student Rights
and Responsibilities c(xle were
filed Wednesday against A.S.
Treasurer Dave Aikman by Jeff
Mullins, candidate in the recent
A.S. presidential election.
Mullins filed the charges with
DOI1 Hogan, assistant to Dean of

SPARTAN
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SPECIAL!

7:00 & 10:00
NEW PRICE

50c

MORRIS DAILEY
AUDITORIUM

WEEK: "Al.FIE"I
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SOUTH KING ROAD
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FRIDAY, MAY 23
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GREEN FEE:
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NOW PLAYING
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"New" CINEMA BURBANK
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Held
Over

522 So. Bascom
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CANNOT IMAGINE ANYONE WHO CARES ABOUT THE QUALITY OF OUR CULTURE, EVEN DISTANTLY, MISSING’MONTEREY
POP’: RARELY DOES A MOVIE OF ANY SORT PROVIDE SO
MUCH STIMULATION FOR THOUGHT. ONE OF THE TRULY
INVALUABLE ARTIFACTS OF OUR ERA." (RLZ.t’’’)
"AESTHETICALLY AND AURALLY STUNNING."(.=.)
"AN ELECTRIFYING AND ELEC,ocp 0
TRIFIED PICTURE." (the;N:1 \zeoPoLo’)
"UPBEAT...THE WAY TO A NEW
,
00
KIND OF MUSICAL." (.=..)
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"ONE OF THE YEAR’S BEST MOVIES."

PENATA ADLER NE% e.)Rh. TIMES
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Plus: Selected Shorts
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"New" CINEMA BURBANK

552 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jone, California

linderfnuald & rxperimehtd FILM FESTIVAL
MIDNIGHT
Friday &

Saturday

Andy
Varliiil’s

"Bike Boy’,

Students Stanley Benz, after a
scuffle between himself and Aikman in A.S. Council Chambers
Tuesday ended with both on the
floor in an adjoining hallway.
Mullins, citing a back and neck
injury received a year ago in a
car accident, said "I am filing
these charges with the proper
authorities to protect myself . .
if my present physical coralitim,
worsens or does not take a tut ti
for the better.
"I was advised in light of my
present insurance and medical ’
coverage to take this action," he
said.
Allman yesterday labeled the
charges "totally false," and called ,
them "another one of his (Mullins’) political maneuvers to gain
favor for his views."
Of the physical contact, Aikman said, "There was absolutely
no malicious assault involved. V.’e
were just fooling around, and
got at least six witnesses to le,tify to that."
"I’m sorry Dave responded this I
way," said Mullins. "There was
absolutely no way that I ronlit
tell whether he lAikman,
kidding or not." In any eint
was a very immature thine ,,,
do."

New CSCSPA
Pres. Lieurance
Succeeds Lee
Steve Lieurance, executive
secretary and public relations director for the California State
College Student Presidents’ Association ICSCSPA1 has been
elected interim president of the ;
organization.
He succeeds Vic Lee, who
served as president this year.
CSCSPA is an organization of
all the student presidents from
;
each California state college.
Lieurance was elected by a
unanimous vote at a meeting of
outgoing and incoming student
body presidents in Los Angeles I
last week. Because many of the
state colleges do not yet have
student presidents for next year,
Lieurance will he president (luring the summer and will then
run for reelection when the new
presidents have been chosen.
A senior public relations major, Lieurance has a long history
of student government experience. He has served as junior
representative on Associated Stu- ;
dents (AS.) Council and is a
member of the College Union
Board of Governors. He was executive vice president of the
California Junior College Student
Government Association, student
body president at Porterville
Junior College, and editor of the
campus newspaper there.
.
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Plus: Alan Bates "King of Hearts"

4

Spartan Practice Field, at the
corner of 10th and Alma stieets,
has been set for i.he location of
the Aquarian Fi mily Picnic, a
free three-day "1.3e -In." Starting
ut 8 a.m. today, the "Ile -In"
runs through Sunduy.
Over 95 bands, -including Suns
of Chaplin, Ace of Cups, Rejoice, the Jefferson Airplane and
the Quicksilver Messenger Service have confirmed that they will
be there sometime during the
three days.
_
Free food and free entertain -1
ment will be provided for an ex- ;
pected 100,000 people.
Sponsors of the "Be-In" am
the Drug Crisis Intervention, the
Institute for Research and Understanding, Dirt Cheap, the 13th
Tribe and San Jose Free University.

Medical Seminar
At Civic Auditorium
et nen t Association
I
of Lockli, .i Corp., the University
of Santa Clara and the Parapsychology Society of SJS HI’e
jointly sponsoring the seetaid
series in it two-day symposium
on "Parapsychology and Nledieine" today and tomorrow.
The symposium, moderated by
Jack Holland, professor of man
agetnetit, will be held at lle
Foothill College Theatre tomorrow fium 7:30 to 10 p.m. This
first session will be sponsored by
Foothill and De Anza Colleges.
The second session of the semi-

nar tomorrow night will be held
at McCabe Hall at the San JOSe
Civic Auditorium from 7:30 to
10.
The profits from the symposium will be given to the SJS
Parapsychology Society and the
university of Santa Clara for
,cholarships.

EUROPE
lInt

Charter Jet

to San Francisco
July 31, August 5 and 12

San Francisco to Pas
August 27, September B

GIRLS ONLY

Box office opens li:30
Admission $2.50 ADULTS

1.1

\ 11411

Francisco to Stockholm
August 31

SIM

Thurs & Fri Niles
Collins

Flights

boubm

A limited number of
Are available for
Aaff. Atioleitis of
alifornia Slate College.11,,

Martinis Manhattans

**** ** *********** ****** *********** ******** *****

Peter Sellers, Peter O’Toole,

Free Food,
Rock Band
At ’Be-In’

Hi -Balls

Fare: $225 one way
For Information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
(4151 469.1044

171 E. Santa Clara

al a*
UNIQUE CONCEPTS IN CLOTH/NG

BELL BOTTOMS
8, Other
Unique Fashions
5% Discount With Student Body Card
1742 El Camino Real at 61 Monte
Mf. View
Open ’til 9 Mon -Fri., Sof. 10-6
Phone 967-3037

OPENING TONIGHT
8:15 Curtain
SJS Department of Drama Presents a
light-hearted finale for its ’68-69 Season
(flarrit

find CointunS

The
Clandestine
Marriage
A merry marital mix-up.
May 23, 24, 28 through 31 at 8:15 p.m.
Phone 294-6414

Extension 2600

SOUL COMES
TO STANFORD
The immortal RAY CHARLES brings his entire show
to the Roscoe Maples Pavilion Tuesday night,
May 27
showtime is 7:30 p.m. for the benefit
of the Stanford Children’s Convalescent Hospital.
The A.S.S.U. Special Events Board and Cardinals
Board are sponsoring this charity performance.
DONATIONS’: $2.50, $3.50, $4.50, $5.00
Tickets are on sale at SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
and the SJS STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE

RAY CHARLES IS WHO’S HAPPENIN1
STANFORD IS WHERE IT’S HAPPENIN’
MAY 27, 7:30 P.M.
_osonsuuEu

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 1 FREE GAME WITH 1 PAID ADMISSIONmav
t., SYs
RUDDY C \ RD
ALMA

Comp fi in en,’ I of
finePaid

#111,3

Miniature

2

9#

TWO i8 HOLE COURSE
976 BLOSSOM HILL RD.

*Pow*

Coupon xpires May 30, 1969

.11

’07-1010

.1’
[SLOSS ON1 Hat Pcp.

225-0700

‘4M?WslYlkolo.(
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LOOK FOR TH6 DRAGONS
COUPON CLIP &

SAVE

8PARTAN

rriday, Vny 21, 11AI

Relay Teams Eye World Marks

Boss
Fuel

By DON RANsEN
Daily Sports Writer

Vuritan Oil Co.
,l.th and William

,0060
1117
16%
OMEGA
Conte in and see the watch
our N.A.S.A. Gemini astronauts wear in space, orbiting at 17,000 miles per hour
or taking their walks in outer
space! It’s the Omega Speed master 4-dial, 2 push-button chruoog.:(ph stop -watch
with tachymeter dial. Stainless steel, $195,

open 9:00 ’til
Mon. flan

GO
Western
TO THE

Rodeo de
las Rosas
May 30-31
June 1
Purchase ’Ticket at
218 W. Santa Clara St.
downtown San Jose

WORKINGMAN’S
STORE

There were strong words coming off of the Spartan track yesterday about work( records that
are going to fall, bat surprisingly
they weren’t all coming from
John Carlos.
Ronnie Ray Smith and Sam
Davis, two other members of the
very fast SJS 440 (39.5) and 880
(1:22.3) relay teams expressed
confidence that tomorrow’s big
meet at the fast Modesto track
is the place the world records
will finally fall.
Smith, co-holder of the 9.9
world record in the 100 meters.
who runs third on both relay
teams, said that the team has had
a hard time getting "up" for races
in past meets but with USC
(39.6) and UCLA (39.7) both
listed to compete they will be
going hard in this one.
"That USC 440 relay team is
just a lot of talk and they’ll be
lucky to place second ahead of
UCLA," the Olympic gold medalist clacked.
PREDICTS ’SEVEIV-TEN’THS’
Smith even went so far as to
pinpoint a world record time of
1:21.3, seven-tenths below the
current SJS world record of
1:22.1, for tomorrow’s meet.
The usually quiet Sam Davis,
who runs the starting leg for
both Spartan relay quartets, even
got into the prediction game that
Carlos has monopolized.
Having recovered fmm a blcxxi
clot in his leg vchich has slowed
him down in previous performances, Sam feels he’ll be able to
turn on the speed in his leadoff
spot that vcill be needed for a
world record.
"If I get a good fast start and
get some speed going in both relay races, we should break two
world records," Sam boldly predicted.
With speedsters like Kirk
Clayton, Lee Evans (in the 880
relay), Smith, and Carlos to
carry the stick the rest of the
way, Davis has a right to be confident.

go at it again in the 100-yard
dash.
"If it takes a world record to
beat him then that’s what I’ll
run," says Carlos.
John said he was still getting
set when the gun went off in
Sunday’s race, but noted, "As
great a sprinter as Charlie is, I
still almost managed to catch
hint." Even. with a stumbling
start he still managed to finish
in 10.1 right behind Greene who
also clocked 10.1.
Big John says he likes the Modesto tiack, classified as one of
the fastest in th( NV, a’1(1, ilS it
was the first tracis he ran on
when he came to california in
1967.

Ronnie Ray, Lennox Miller of
L’SC, Billy Gaines, and former
San Jose City College star Earl
Harris of Oklahoma State round
out the 100 field which promises
to make the 100 race a Speetacular.

SCORE TO SETTLE
Carlos will also have a score
to settle in the 220 when he takes
on Peter Norman of Australia
who edged him for second place
behind Tommie Smith in the
Olympic Games.
John cam,. back in Stin(1:1’-.

_

me,: 1,, win the 200 meters ahead
of T,iinnie Smith and Evans in
what he classified as "the best
field I’ll ever run agairust this
season."
Winter will be taking numerous other standouts from the SJS
squad to the Modesto classic
which boasts a long entry list
of Olympians and other world
class competitors.
Spartan vaulters Chris Papanicolaou and Sam Caruthers will
be making another assault on the
17-0 mai k which so far has been
eluding them.

to Howard’s

came back

JET CHARTERS
L.A. to LONDON and
AMSTERDAM to L.A.
Channel Crossing only onee
$279 June 18/Sept. 6
$288 June 16/Sept. 13
$298 June 14/Sept. I
SPECIAL: 3 -weeks flight:
$279 Aug. 16/Sept. 7
Free Travel Service included.
No Club membership fees.
Phone 1213) 274-0729 or 2724081
or mail coupon to E. Kahn SEVSC c.o.
SIKHR1 ’fit kVI.:1,
9875 Sanfa Monica B., Beverly Hills
Name:
Address:
Cify:

Zip;

open ’id 10:311 Tile-. flirt( Son.

& Santa Clara

PENTECOST
1.4,r4) is the Un familiar Name
Behind the hitittis thui lefIre
Thr int4414,rahle shirt 4)1 flame
’hirli !minim pincer cannot remove.
II 4, may lire. only siispire
Cmisilitted by either fire lir fire.
T. S. ELIOT

I

IPhone Orders 297-8421

picture sound track.

at the Chapel of Reconciliation

300 S.

PASSING IMPROVED
"Their passes have been real
sharp this weelc in practice," remarked coach Winter as a contrast to the poor passing in
earlier tests which may have cost
them the records.
Carlos will be out of avenge
his 100 meter loss to Charlie
Greene in last Sttnday’s Martin
Luther King Games when they

10th Street

At your record
shop now!

IIntramurals I
Behind the two-hit pitching of
Doug Concade, the Hoop Club
defeated the Blue Flames 5-0
Wednesday to win the independent softball championships.
Both teams move into Monday’s all -college playoffs against
fraternity representatives ATO
and Theta Chi. The schedule of
opponents will not be decided until Theta Chi and ATO finish the
fraternity league playoffs.
The all -college finals will be
Wednesday at 3:45 at the South
Campus.
ATO and SAE from the fraternity league and the Blue
Flames from the independent
league have cinched berths in
Monday’s all-college slow-pitch
finals. A four-team playoff for
the fourth spot will be held
earlier on Monday.
The slow-pitch finals will be
Tuesday with the .winner facing
thc all -university champion ftom
Stanford Wednesday evening at
Stanford.
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Before your next big date. buy a gallon of
Tieo’s hot faro saner awl poor it mer your
naked hotly right after taking a shower. You
arc guaranteed to !nue a lint tinub. llose%er.
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Want Some Excitement?

(

The original motion

Morris Dailey Aud.

:

t

with Chad and Jeremy.

6 p.m. The Holy Eucharist

0 - cD

1

"3 in the Attic"

11 a.m. Ecumenical Observance

(i)

4

Play
and
play
and
play
later.

_
Howard’s Crystal Creamery

MAY 25th

BUI

ur8 g (7>
I F

0
co
cra

PSA wants
"wow" girls

Spartaguide

You? A stew? Could be.
The cutest orange mini -uniform in
the sky is looking for bright girls
to match. Requirements: Single.
51".5’9". 110:, to. 26 years. 101.135
lbs. 20/20 sision i correctable *sills
I dipliona
contacts.. High Sr.1
or better. Must like people s lot
e
skein
the kind
sersa.
sire
and
of girl alio can gist. the aorld’s
nicest passengers a lift. Immediate
openings. Paid uhile sou learn.
Headquarters in San Francisco.
Los Angeles or San Diego. Apply
at any PSA Mart counter or write:
Miss Nancy Marchand, Stewardess
Dept., Pacific’ Suutharst
322:i North flerbor lirise, Sun
Diego, falifernia 92101.
t MPI
tiProitT I NI
/It
AN SQL

fitIO CAA, P40 LeitTE .
FA/R.
r NoRTENsE,
jf JUST eftoKE DOWN

Mexican-American

ToDAY

t’untedcrittion
p.m., Seventh

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m., ED120. Guest
spraker leading Bible study on
-Ts. Corinthians."
The Iranian Student, Association, 1:30 p.m., 112. Important
rikeetifig. Members urged to attend
The }Tries, 7 and 10 p.m., !Bor.
ris Dailey Auditorium. Alpha
Phi Omega presents, "What’s
New Pussycat?" starring Peter
Perii 0Toole. and Woody

FRED FENsTER F1xES\
LOVE BUGS. Qv lc KLY.
E CoNoki ICA i_LY HE’S A

CITY FOREIGN CAR SERVICE CENTER
294-2421
98 E. San Salvador at 3rd, San Jose
C. C.03020:0.-.4 0O

Rand Conger & Peter Danner
)Nt 1:8
fat Late

iNst( it lit sit
Guital at

8 PM SUNDAY. MAY 25
,

C:vd lioertie.; Union

VAUGHN’S

LESS THAN 1/2 PRICE
ANNIVERSARY

SALE

VAUGHN’S founded in 1927 ai Sather Gate. the
main entrance to the University of California et
Berkeley, proudly celebrates its 42nd Minivermry. We offer our stock of recognized natural
h,0,1,,,j.,0,,, and fume-hings at LF.SS THAN
PRICE.

) 9,

Part-Time Now, Full-Timerl

Slacks

Sweaters

19.95.. Now 9 97
22 95.. Now 11.47
27.50...Now 13.75

Now 5 13
Now 7 118
Now 9 88

When Sehool is Finished E

$3.62

F.

Call 246-2230

125 So. Fourth

Mr. Lyleta
E.
antuntimnintinniminnumnistof
af

01=1...iniMoorniOilM.1.1.1.11..111.......M1.0.1=1.1=14

EVENINGS TO 0:30
SATURDAY TO 8:00
SUNDAY 1:00 TO 6:00

OPE N

San Jose s Largest. Host Complete Record Store

WE’RE HAVING A FANTASTK

MEMORIAL DAY
All*
Labels

All*
tCategories

3 DAYS ONLY-11.1Y 30, 31, & JUNE I
EVERY RECORD IN OUR STOCK* REDUCED

3

19

69

29

LIST
4.911

I IST
5.98

LIST
h UM

1
6.

since 1964, Donnelly will serve in

Monday night at 8 in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Dr. Rao, who holds master’s
degrees in philosophy and psychology and a doctorate in philosophy, has written "Psi Cognition."

Largest Selection -Lowest Prices
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

SEE

Use Your Bankamerirard

OF

US

FREE

FOR

discount records inc
SAN JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474
SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

FILLMORE
TICKETS
Alm

of

been

materials

appointed

science,
Material

A member of the SJS faculty
his new position for four years,
according to Dr. H. Brett Melendy, assistant academic vice
president.

li.ti degree
All,’ receiving
at SJS, the chairman earned his
M.S. at Stanford.
Donnelly is a member of Sis,,ma
Xi, the American Society for
Metals, Ameriean Institute of
Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers, the American
Society for Testing and Materials
and a consultant to the Materials
Analysis Co., in Palo Alto.

Our bag is washing cars
Bring your bag
and let her wash yours
ASTOR’S COIN-OP AUTO WASH

THE PLUM PLUM PICKERS

732 so. 1st.
OPEN 24 HOURS - SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Spartan Daily Classifieds
1111==111111

FOR SALE. III

EUROPE JET $279. See Monday & Fri - U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
day display ads. Sierra Tra.vel, 9875 jackets, bell bottom pants, leather and
Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills.
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIPPOETRY WANTED for cooperative PIE-FASHIONS. Lace and velv kat
Poetry Anthology. Include stamped en- goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
velope. Idlewild Press, 543 Frederick, San STORE. 375 E. Hedding. Between 8th
& 9th. Free perking. Open Sat. & Sun .
rancisco 94117.
closed Mon
.F
REWARD for info on 2 Yamaha ’72’ SURFBOARD 9’10" Morey-Pope, good
motorcycles stolen from front of Engi- randition $30. Call Jim 293.3622.
neering Bldg. btwn 12:30 and 1:30
Trailer - For Sale, 2 wheel camping
5 15 69. Ph. 298-3738.
iiler. $300. offer. Call 251 7014 Jfter
, Like a loving pet? Two altered, house- 5:00
broken cats one grey Persian, other GIRLS! RENT.A.GIRL AUCTION TOhair Tabby. Call 287-3605.
I
DAY, May 23, 3-6 p.m. HOOVER HALL
’What’s New Pussycat"- Friday, May proceeds for Martin Luther King Me
murial
&
10
p.m.
50c.
23. Morris Dailey 7
LOST: Men’s black wallet at Dan’s Holden 10’ Surfboard, XL wet suit
Laundry (lith & San Carlos) 5/13 af- jacket. car rack. 011 in excel. cond. $85.
ternoon. Please mail to address in wal- 287.0480.
Trailer 8130’ Mayflower, kA-droom, showlet. Tim, 287-2486 or 293-9320.
.
; by Juke 2.
CALIFORNIA IS OURS!!!
Poache, w;11 be persecuted. Yea, even
Linto the third generations. (signed)
Re Igan’s Reactionary Realists.
HELP WAKED 141
Student from SEC wants to buy polisci paper on International Relations. Call
After 6 p.m., 287-3658.
WANTED: Dependable Babysitter for 9
Good Times, Good Meat, Good Lord. mo. child two blocks from C.ampus. Call
Let’s eat at the Sigma Kappa’s Good 286.4832.
Guys’ Spaghetti Feed. Sunday 4.8 p.m. WANTED: 2 Male Science Majors. To
assist in Psych. experiment. Pay $2.00
Live Music.
hr. work done on campus. April-May
Call Mrs. Rice 968-7549.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
SCHOOL IS OUT I
MALE and FEMALE
FOR SALE: ’63 Pontiac Catalina, good Parttime now-full time summer. Posi
condition. new tires, $750/best offer. tions available in several departments.
Phore 253.5101 after 5 p.m.
All positions are for trainees. No experience required. Salary.
298-4479
’68 MUSTANG V8. Power Steering &
rakes, auto. trans. Must sell. 438-1028. GIRLS if you’re looking for a part time
job, with flexible hours & good PRY.
’68 HONDA CB 160. Exc. cond. 2400 don’t pass up this ad. No experience
mi. Best offer. 697.2071.
necessary $2.00 hr. Call 287-1196.
TRIUMPH 650 cc. Exc. Mech. cond. AMBITIOUS COUPLES-Who need more
Clean & strong. $735 287-1006.
income. Work together building a business. Come Thursday nights, 8 p.m.,
CAR LOVERS:
Let’s do our thing together. ASTOR’S May 22 & 29, 3783 Underwood Dr., #I,
S.J.
Lincoln.
Coin.Auto Wash 732 S. 1st, 804

"What’s New Pussycat"-Friday May
23. Morris Dailey, 7 & 10 p.m. 50c
GIRLS! Afraid to model? No experience
Good pay. 243-5386.
HOUSING 151
FURNISHED STUDIOS - (1 & 2 room
apts.) Also I room. Reasonable. 37 S.
Sth.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. I bdrm.
apt. ph. 295-7724. (in PM)
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $41.25/
mo. Royal Lanai Apts. Pool & Sauna.
Sr. or Jr. preferred. 272-0804.
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE? CALL
BAY AREA ROOMMATES 327-6392.
SUMMER RATES. Now taking applications for summer and fall 2 & 3 bdrm.
furn. Ige units. Pool, 470 S. 1 Ith #1
287.7590.
Refined Funs. rooms, males, kitchen privileges. No smoking or drinking. 293-2088.
WOMEN. house for rent-accommodate
6 or 7. Inquire at 406 S. II St.
MEN - rooms for summer & next
school term. Wall to wall carpets, individual closets, stall showers. 406 S. 111h.
HOUSE AND ROOMS FOR RENT for
summer and school term. Located on
300 block on S. Ilth. Inquire at 630 S.
14th.
Roommate needed for summer. Jr. or
Sr. preferred. 633 S. 8th #2, or call Eric.
292-2851.
FOR FALL need one more Human Being, for 3 bdrm., 2 bath House in W.
Glen. 5 min. from campus. Complete
privacy -own spacious bdrm, fully equipped kitch., living rm. with TV, HiFi
stereo tape, piano. Large BBQ, patio,
photo dark rm. $70/mo. Call 269-5747.
This is it!ll Married couple only. Darling
2 bdm. apt., ww carpeting, AEK, 1167
S. 6th St.. San Jose.
TWO GIRLS needed to share 2 bdrrn
aot. at Royal Lanai as of June 13, $43
rno. 298 3473.
Large froa bedroom apts. for fall and
summer. Low summer rates. 508 So. 1 1th.
St. State House. 292-7195.

weemmommeenewegmenawwwwrg

GET BAILED OUT!

PORSCHE, ’56, 1600 cony. New all
syncro trans., clutch, top, Bleup., yellow with black interior. Very good cond.
$1195. Cell 294-6019, rm. 233B.
’63 COMET, $550. Exc. cond. R/H.
Cream, brown & white interior. Call
265-8657 or 297.3000. ext. 5296.
1968 Karmenn GHIA convertible 6000+
miles, over I year, 17,000 left on warranty. Radio. $2100. 202 S. 13th St.,
286-7840.
’67 MGB, BRG Exc. cond., Lugo. rack,
MG M4ten. more. Ask $1995, Dave
295-0763, after 5 p.m.
’63 FIAT.Con. Redo new top and tires,
needs brake work. auto trans. pwr. steer.
and brakes. $400roffer. 328.8034. after
5:00 p.m.
’57 leg Mark VIII Luxury Sedan7Par
tially restored. Sunroof. Best offer. 3775799.
’66 VW ex. cond. low mileage r/h,
good tires $1250. 243.6388. Call after
4:00 par,
’63 MG-TD Classic, Red. Excel. Mech.
cond. 4 spd Moving, must sell. $900.
Call 294-3826. after 3:30 p.m.
’65 Chow. Impala SS, 4 spd., 396 cu..
low mileage. Custom paint. One owner.
Extra sharp. Call after 5 p.m. 258-0238.
’67 Cher.-Auto. -Rebuilt motor and trans.
Exc. cond. Radicoheater. $300. Call after
6 p.m , 269.1360.
’61 COhiET-4 dr. Sd. 6 cyld. Stick.
$251 -nr. Must sell. Call 287.5261. New
clu

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

JCZO6

Female Roommates needed Summer and/
or Fall. $40. rno. 293-1145.
Friendly, funloving studious senior looking for own bedroom in an apt. or
house with other girls nett fall. Call
286.9742.
Roommate-Colw Tube & Stereo.
grod. at $75./mo. It’s refined as heck.
No slobs. own bedroom. Roger 292-2233
Om
LOST AND FOUND 161
LOST, Black Ice f ramed Glasses in Red
Case REWARD - 286.8795.
LOST: Pair of glasses in
REWARD. Cell 258-5223

a tan case.

LOST: pair of black framed glasses in
blank case. Reward. 294-4932.
Lost: Female
long 1)-.1
293-5712.

dog,

blond, short heir,
nis. Downtown SJ.

PERSONALS 171
DATING SERVICE, $2.00 for life. Expert
matching. 286-4540.
ENJOY THE WARM afternoons by visitSan Jose Zoo in Kelly Park. C611
287.1637 for info,

ing

LOOKING FOR A CLEAN AND INEXPENSIVE HAPPENING7 Wash and
wax your car at ASTOR’s Coin Auto
Wash 732 So. 1st.
NEED - Sorneone take tour of U.S.
this summer. share expenses, end up on
E. coast. 287-5261, ask for Tom.
GOD-HAS-SPOKEN- JIM WILMARTH2001.
Kay the Kappa
I love you
Henry the hasher
SERVICES
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371.0395. San Jose.
PROOF READING end MANUSCRIPT
EDITING. NO typing. Call 240-6522.
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from camPus. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
CUSTOM MADE Swim Suits. $7.50. You
supply 1 yd. material & 1 yd. lining.
Allen Hall #122, 294.8741.
BABYSITTING IN THE HOME while you
attend classes. Across from library. Ca0
Mrs. B. Heppe, 287-0564.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY by Richard Kelso for any occasion. Highest
quality. 286-1139 or 296-7992.
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Etches
Free delivery, free service, no contract.
840.00 per month. 251-2598.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, accurate. minor editing, Mrs. Baxter, Phone
244.6581.
TYPING - Term papers, reports, dittos.
stencils. West side: 252-5288.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
to fit your budget
VINO S PHOTOGRAPHY &
CUSTOM COLOR LAB
Bus. 272.2210 - Res. 251-3126, 9-5 p.m.
Tutor: Grades 1-6, have cred. Have
taught 2 yrs. & tutored. $3/hr. 3 blk.
from campus, 293 3414.
HAVE YOUR CAR
WASHED BY AN EXPERT!
Do it yourself. ASTOR’S Coin -op Auto.
wash 732 So. 1st - 804 Lincoln.
TRANSPORTATIOF 191

EUROPE, Jot Charters, $275315 rd.
trip, $175 one way. 1217 Carless.
Berkeley, 841-3965 after 5 p.m.
ifewwwwwww,
"
FREE RIDES EAST AVAILABLE! Driving
287to Arlington Va. after final .
3481 after 6:30.
r------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------Minimum
Three lines
One day

Sale Does Not Include Budget Labels

PARKING

Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther
King Jr. and passive resistance

1). Donnelly, aNsociatit

professor

CLASSIFIED RATES

... SO, GET IT ON AND GET A BUNCH
PLENTY

Science. Department chairman.

hr.

1/...{.,M

IMIGH
..- AT SATH
GATE

discount record:Ali

has

Andhra University, will speak on

’64 LeMans 326 convertible silver with
Driver Sales, Neat AppearanceE black interior, console, auto trans. Must
,ell. $950. 287.4921 eves.
%Vell-Spoken, Car Essential =1
- VW PARTS 20% off or more. Liquida
.,nn sale. German Motors, 1856 So. 1st.
297 3768.
I
per.
1963 Corvette, excellent cond. red/blk.
inter. 327/250 hp. 4 spd. r/h convert.
must sell, $1800. low mi. 294-5846.
Starting Salary

SPORT SHIRTS
BERMUDA SHORTS
[MESS SHIRTS
JACKETS
NOW
NOW
THAN ’ PlItiCE
LESS
LESS THAN ’ PP10E
Many Other Items in An Department.
Now Less Than ’2 Price
IIni
Ceel. Wek0(4011

S.1S Mountulneering Club. 9
a m., Fifth and San Salvador
streets. Trip to Castle Rock.
Bring lunch. Everyone is Welcome.
Blaek Masque, 3-5 p.m., Muesli() arid Nlitilame Chi Chi. Another Tea! Mothers are invited.

K Rumakrishna Rao, head
of the Department of Psychology
and Parapsychology at India’s

rERSACK. 200 P. - FIRST PRINTING JUNE 1969

SUMMER WORK

69 50... Now 34.33
85 00... Now 42.33
100.00.. Now 49.33

39 50....Now 19 63
49 50. Now 24 63
55 50... Now 27 63

served.

Donnelly Appointed Chairman

I

Send for FREE brochure describing book to:
VENTURA PRESS, Box 2268, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94087

0111111111111111111111111101111111111111114

SUITS

SPORTCOATS

seminar will feature. Bob Berge!
sit Cainitus Ambassadors. The
e \ ening speaker will be Rev.
Myrwoud Guy, a missionary to
Nigeria. Refreshments will be

Friday. May 2:1. 1989

8..-SISPARTAN DAILY

-a novel by Raymond Barrio depicting the plight of Mexican mi
. some beautiful
grant workers. todoy. in Santa Clara County. ’
scenes as the Chicunos toil in the orchards, try to make do in their
squalid comp lives, dream of better days to come, and look to the
Mexican and Aztec heroes of the past for inspiration, so as to get
on and above the level that they ore now condemned to."
-Earl Conrad (author of "The Int ’onion of the Negro.")

Monday.
The defendants and friends’
picnic, sponsored by the Marin
Strike Support Committee. will
be held at Rock Springs near the
Mountain Theater. Signs will Ire
posted along the route.
Alien Barnett. assistant pre’,issor of tutorials, a Member of the
strike support steering committee, said the aim of the gathering
is to "give defendants and their
friends a chance to enjoy themselves and forget briefly about
the irials.
"The people on trial needed
something to pick them up. They
were getting discouraged because
the trials have been so drawn
out," hr. said.
Blue Grass music will be provided by the Hartford Heart
Strings Band. Picnickers must
bring their own food.
The next set of trials, being
held in various Superior Courts
at City Hall in San Francisco. is
scheduled for today. Defendants
are being taken in groups of six
to ten to face trial.

Univers:ty of Santa Clara
Nobili Auditorium

Year

12:30

if
A pans lot sloth nts
struetors arrested :it SJS atii.
San Francisco State during the
American Federation of Teachers
I AFT
- student strike four
will be held tomonths ago morrow from noon to sunset on
Mt. Tarnalpais in Marin county.
Ovei 430 defendants. including
71 SJS students, were arrested
Jan. 23 at SFS on counts of illegal assembly, disturbing the
peace, and refusal to disperse
The first set of sentencings, for
more than 700 on trial began

t5
CCCP’

den.

Marin Group
Plans Picnic
for Strikers

DATE Yet, TollioRstoW

e

S t

MAsir).

Street. Chicano
rally.
TOMORROW
Financial Manastement Ate.o.
, Santa Tel e,:a
elation, 11
County Park. FN1A picnic. Hot
dogs and, beer $1. Election of
officers.
Black Masque, 5 p.m., C’afeteria A. Reunion dinner and iniation of new members.
SUNDAY
Spartan Trl-C, 9:45 a m.
5:45 p.m.. T:14’ Bldg. Morninii

MASTER. MEctiAnlic.,
SEE 141
73DAY AND

YESTERDAY .

Talk To Feature
Parapsychologist

3
_4
5
6

lines
linos
Ilnes
lines

Add thls
amount fox
each addi.
tional line

Ono day

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
s.

-91,

Two days

Throe days

240
2.25
2.50- 2.7r
3.00
3.25
3 50- ---.75
.50

.50

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad herr
(COunt approximately 33 letters and spaces for each IMO)

Four days

Five days

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

-375-0
-3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (I) 0 Help wanted (4)
0 Penman (7)
0 Automotive (2)
0 Housing (5)
0 Servlom (8)
0 For Salo (11
n too ea Fame, IP
Transportatlee (111

Print Nemo
Address

For
Enclosed Is

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN IOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114

Plans alloir 2 dm eta *dog lot ad le NNW.

Days

